Hesburgh reacts to co-education
by Jerry Lukas
The decision and the tenure system dominated a talk by Rev. Theodore Hesburgh, C.S.C., in the Dillon Hall Chapel last night. Hesburgh said the only question remaining for co-education was the depth of the plan and the speed of implementation.

The session, run as a discussion period, was marked by ex-teacher, student, and faculty interest in the co-education situation as that subject dominated the one hour talk. "The question remains right now, how far do we want to go, how fast do we want to go," Hesburgh remarked. "Right now we have no specific timetable. Let's just get as much done this year as we possibly can. We are moving toward a co-ed status. It's a monumental change though. Already we have more than twice as many either Harvard or Yale will have when they complete their programs."

The session moved onto the recent Park-Mayhew Report and its reaction to the student situation. "The report takes what we've begun and pushes it along. Presently, we are trying to cast out the report to see what it'll cost to implement. We have financial difficulties, so we have to see what is best for the two of us," Hesburgh said anything the two schools can do together to save money must be done. According to Hesburgh all of the financial reports and a further report of the Co-ordinating Committee headed by Fr. Charles Sheridan ought to be completed and ready to be presented to the Trustees by March.

When asked how St. Mary's is influencing Notre Dame's decision, Hesburgh noted, "They really don't have much of a choice if they wish to survive. But, of course, we owe it to the students of either working out the co-ed status with them. After all, they existed together for over a century."

The present relationship with SMC and the co-education "depends largely on how fast they increase their enrollment. Last year, Monsignor McGrath said the jump would be up to around 2600. I think that would be very good," Hesburgh continued.

The President was asked what he thought was the major point of contention between the schools. "SMC, like any smaller school," Hesburgh replied, "is worried about getting gobbled up. Let's not try to gobble them up. Who knows, we may get indigestion. We've got to work this situation out. Right now, we have to get to know each other as possible between the schools in terms of sports, education, social, etc."

One student questioned Fr. Hesburgh about the dismissals of Professors Estabrook and Williams and, in general, about the entire tenure system. Hesburgh said he felt the evidence presented forth had justly justified the decision. "I'm satisfied that they had adequate evidence to come up with the decision at this time," Hesburgh said. "We cannot override after viewing the evidence."

"The tenure system here in Hesburgh termed himself "heretica-co" and a "symbol of the teaching and security. It was initiated to preserve academic freedom. I've often had to get to know each other as possible between the schools in terms of sports, education, social, etc."

(Continued on page 6)

---

Tim Brennan's appeal to test judicial code

by "Buzz" Wintrup

Tim Brennan met with Dean of Students Father James Riehle this morning to decide whether he wants to appeal his semester suspension. If Brennan decides to appeal, Father Riehle will arrange a suitable time to meet with members of the Appeals Board and test the new judicial code. A Friday morning date is unlikely.

This is the first appeal case under the new judicial code and it was involved yesterday that Riehle would handle the preliminary hearings in this case and any future cases.

Riehle will be acting in a purely administrative role and there is no way that he can break a deal appeal, contrary to popular opinion.

Brennan may not be able to decide to appeal the judicial code until he goes to trial. An appeal hearing would be a hearing of the entire case.

This means that Riehle, representing the university, would attempt to prove that Brennan was guilty of allegedly selling drugs to an undercover agent and that he did that this action constituted an "imminent danger" to the university which would validate the suspension.

If Brennan decides to appeal, Father Riehle will arrange a suitable time to meet with members of the Appeals Board and test the new judicial code. A Friday morning date is unlikely.

(Continued on page 6)

Lawsuit at SMC
by Michael Hinkemeyer

Professor Michael T. Hinkemeyer, of the SMC Dept. of Education, would neither confirm nor deny reports that he has instituted legal proceedings against the college. The administration continues to withhold from him the reasons, if any, for his contract termination.

Dr. Hinkemeyer did state, however, that he has encountered "numerous difficulties" in initiating the faculty grievance procedure. "The chairman of the committee involved is a nice guy," he said, "and I respect him, but he doesn't know the facts and seems very brusque about procedures." Dr. Hinkemeyer decided to speculate as to whether Dr. Al. Donlan's testimony to "K" has any relation to the Feb. 1 contract deadline reached by his second year faculty members.

"The acting president has apparently been under a lot of pressure," he said, "She might simply need the rest."
The Committee for Coeducation will draft an extension to the Park-Mayhew report to present to the Board of Trustees in March. The extension will reflect the combined efforts of students, faculty, and administrators of both campuses and will attempt to alter slightly the direction of the report and resolve its ambiguity.

The stand of the Committee is to have St. Mary’s a separate but coeducational liberal arts school within the University which would provide a unique educational experience not presently found at Notre Dame. Headed by Tim Conners, Bill Wilka, Carol Henssinger, and Julia Rask, the Committee will soon have an office in Holy Cross Hall at St. Mary’s. They will coordinate the work of students and faculty members in the areas of housing, dining, social areas, academic regulations, merged departments, admissions, merged student governments, tenure and the faculty situation, trustees and fellows program, administration changes, student services, philosophy, and degrees. Each area will be studied with regards to coeducation, problems will be discussed, and specific proposals will be developed. The Committee is interested in the opinion of any student or faculty member or administrator in any of the three fields. At the same time, the Committee is encouraging meetings within the halls of each campus during which students may air their ideas. The Committee members will be willing to appear at any of those meetings. On February 8, they will meet with the chair of the hall presidents to hear the concerns. Conners said that he hopes off-campus students with opinions or ideas will contact the Committee at 7660 or 4017.

Conners indicated that by working closely with the students, the combined student governments of St. Mary’s and St. Mary’s, and with the faculty and administrators, the Commi­
tee will be able to consolidate the amount of work done so far.

Hoping to use this work in an extension to the Park-Mayhew report which is acceptable to and backed by everyone, they will present their report to the General Assembly on February 16, and to the Board of Trustees in March.

In American culture, which he felt was racist, he found “the kindly big daddy liberal who gives guidance to poor cultural­ly-depressed blacks (as plantation owners used to do); pleased pointers—people pleased with themselves who point where race­ism exists such as in the South and in suburbia, everywhere, but their own backyards, and the culture vulture—who must con­tinually remind you how much he loves soul food and black music.”

He also described “stereotypes who like to pigeon­hole blacks; liberal enoughs—who claim ‘we’ve just acquired our first black, aren’t we liberal, guilty gremlins—oh, I am so guilty at what you suffered at the hands of my forefathers, I understand,’ missionaries and mercenaries.

Egypt, which he felt was racist, found “the kindly big daddy liberal who gives guidance to poor cultural­ly-depressed blacks (as plantation owners used to do); pleased pointers—people pleased with themselves who point where race­ism exists such as in the South and in suburbia, everywhere, but their own backyards, and the culture vulture—who must con­tinually remind you how much he loves soul food and black music.”

By United Press International

Authoritative sources in Cairo said Tuesday Egypt has placed its armed forces on full emergen­cy footing in preparation for the possibility of renewed war with Israel when the current cease fire in the Middls Eastern Front expires Feb. 5.

The United States was report­ed urging Egypt to accept an extension of the truce.

In Jerusalem, Defense Minister Moshe Dayan told Israel’s parlia­ment that there were more than 10,000 Soviet military personnel in Egypt, some of whom are

managing and defending the so­phisticated SAM3 MIG21 inter­ceptor squadrons in the Egypti­an defense network. He also said that Soviet SAM2 missiles have now been deployed in Syria.

Israeli troops killed two Arab guerrillas Tuesday night in a clash along the Golan Heights cease fire line with Syria, an Israeli military spokesman said.

He said the clash occurred 200 yards inside the Israeli occupied heights near Khushniya, the vil­lage where guerrilla ambushed wounded one Israeli soldier Monday night.

The Cairo sources said that the maximum military alert by Egyptian armed forces did not mean Egypt has abandoned hope for a political settlement through the U.N.-supervised talks in New York.
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**GSU initiates insurance program**

by Don Roane

Applications and letters of explanation for the Graduate Student Union sponsored life insurance policy, which could pay up to $20,000 in benefits, have been mailed to all Union members, said President Bill Lorimer.

The policy is the result of two months consideration of more than 60 life insurance policies and was completely negotiated by the GSU, Lorimer said yesterday.

"The policy is with the Valley Forge Life Insurance Company whose home offices are located in Reading, Pa. During thecharter enrollment period all GSU members and their spouses to age 65 are eligible.

After the period has ended, only members and spouses up to age 60 may enroll. Unmarried children of graduate students also are eligible from 14 days to 21 years are eligible. If the unmarried child is in college the limitation is extended through the student's twenty-third birthday.

Lorimer said the insurance policy is the first of its kind to be provided by a graduate student government for its members. "Notre Dame pioneered the program and next week we will be forming a committee to look into health insurance," said Lorimer. Anyone interested should contact him at 8752.

In addition to low premiums provided for in the policy, no medical examination is required for enrollment, a convertibility clause has been written into it as an extra cost and the war clause, common in many policies, has been omitted.

Graduate students have been enrolled in the University sponsored Blue Cross program in the past but this has been dropped, according to Lorimer, because the premiums increased by ten dollars.

On Tuesday Lorimer will fly to the University of Michigan to participate in the Graduate Student Union convention and next week we will be forming a committee to look into health insurance," said Lorimer. Anyone interested should contact him at 8752.

In addition to low premiums, a convertibility clause has been written into it as an extra cost and the war clause, common in many policies, has been omitted.

Graduate students have been enrolled in the University sponsored Blue Cross program in the past but this has been dropped, according to Lorimer, because the premiums increased by ten dollars.

On Tuesday Lorimer will fly to the University of Michigan to participate in the Graduate Student Union convention.

(Continued on page 8)
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**Dr. Gabriel to lecture on Mediaeval life**

Professor Doctor Astrik L. Gabriel, Director of Notre Dame's Medieval Institute and Corresponding Fellow of the French Academy, will deliver a slide-illustrated lecture entitled "Your Predecessor: The Medieval Student" on Tuesday, February 2 at 8 p.m. in the Memorial Library Auditorium.

In his lecture sponsored by the Graduate Student Union, Professor Gabriel will use slides of medieval student life to illustrate the recurring patterns of life styles which connect the modern student to his earlier counterpart.

Author of over a hundred articles and books, Dr. Gabriel came to the United States after heading the French College in Godollo, Hungary. As a specialist on the rise of the medieval university, he has added extensively to the Institute's library, including a fine selection of rare manuscripts and medieval academic seals, many of which are on exhibit on the seventh floor of the Memorial Library.

Professor Gabriel has lectured extensively throughout the western hemisphere, and in the 1966-67 academic year was the Charles Chauncey Stillman guest professor at Harvard University.

---

**Abortion panel speaking tonight**

The Orestes Bronson Society of the University of Notre Dame will present a panel discussion Thursday night, January 28, on the subject "Abortion vs. Life." Speaking at the Library Auditorium at 7 P.M. will be Professor Ralph Mclnerney of the Notre Dame Philosophy Department, R.W. Chambers, a South Bend physician, Rev. Merton Sottile, former Theology Department, and Professor Charles Rice of the Notre Dame Law School.

Everyone is invited and admission is free.

---

**Noon Mass**

Fr. Frank Cavanaugh, chaplain for University Personnel, has invited all University employees and all students who wish to attend to his Daily Mass in the Crypt of Sacred Heart Church. Mass is at 12:10 P.M. and lasts about 15 minutes. Confessions are heard during the Mass.

---

**Dull, uninteresting weekend ahead?**

---

**Not if you get the message!**

---

**The Lyric Theater**

Friday, Jan. 29, 8:00 PM

**O'Laughlin Auditorium**

Combination of the Anna Sokolow Dance Company, the Philadelphia Theater Workshop & the Philadelphia composers Forum.

Guest Dancer: Alice Condolino

Adults $3.00 Students $2.00

CAF Patron $1.00

---

**Budweiser**
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**Brewed by our original process from the choicest hops and pure barley malt.**

**THE LARGEST-SELLING BEER IN THE WORLD**

**Anheuser-Busch, Inc.**

**St. Louis, Newark, Los Angeles, Houston**
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The Knight Errant

Galloping out of the mists on his trusty steed, cloaked in self-righteous armor, the gallant knight errant came forth to defend the University from the scurrilous attacks of two knaves.

Thus Rev. James Burtchaell, C.S.C., instead of admitting an honest mistake by a somewhat overzealous administrator sought to cut down a boy's parents who had the audacity to question the administration's honesty.

Two things about the incident seem fairly clear. One is that the University was justified in cancelling Werner's scholarship. The other is that it was motivated in part by a fear that Mr. Carl Koch, the donor, would stop his contributions if Werner were to get any more money.

The University seems to have bent over backward in their treatment of Werner and even after rescinding his aid, offered him a loan and job, rather than cut him off completely. A frank and open admission by Burtchaell of the part that Koch's reaction played in Werner's cancellation could have avoided this fiasco entirely. Instead, the Provost wrote Jim's parents a letter bordering on insult, terming their allegations "obnoxious."

It is true that charges that Werner's scholarship was cancelled because of his social involvement are rather vicious, but the Provost, acting as a University official, had no call to treat the Werners in such a manner.

Father Burtchaell's other remarks in the letter concerning the amount of money that the Werner's sons had received in scholarship aid were in monumentally bad taste and in reality had no bearing on the case in hand.

The attempt, by the Provost, to make Jim's parents feel as if they had blasphemed by calling the integrity of the University into question is frankly amazing.

The entire affair was bungled and bungled badly by the Provost. Instead of explaining the situation and admitting the mistake Father Burtchaell sought to intimidate the Werners with his scurrilous rhetoric.

If we can expect nothing better from the man who may be the next University President, perhaps it is time we started looking elsewhere.

An Alternate Proposal

A group of Notre Dame and St. Mary's students are getting together to write an alternative plan to the Park-Mayhew Coeducation report.

Their effort will deal with several areas including residential living and dining facilities. It promises to be some of the ill effects of the year, but it is too late. Their effort will deal with several areas including residential living and dining facilities. It promises to be some of the ill effects of the year, but it is too late.

The student government cabinet, with a few exceptions, has been afflicted with a case of the blahs, all year long. So student government is sinking slowly in the backwash of the student's concern. A friend made the point recently that student government is dying much like a person dies. First the extremities lose their feeling and begin to grow cold and then the feeling spreads until the heart stops.

Hall government has been on the wane for several years now. Under the present HPC leadership it has deteriorated even further. Despite the pledges of the present administration to get some power back to the halls, virtually nothing has been done. Administration personnel have been conspicuously absent and only a paltry sum was alloted to the halls.

The death knell of student government could be some-where off in the distance as Dave Krashka announced he would no longer chair or convene Senate meetings. Perhaps the demise is not such a bad thing. The past two people who have occupied the SBP chair have found themselves unable to affect any real and palpable change in the University. There have been some things done, such as the seating of students on the academic council and the adoption of the new judicial code and others which were good. Yet there was something missing. Ever since the strike last spring there has been no large dramatic issue which student government has been able to face and resolve with any certainty.

One of the major planks in Dave Krashka's platform last year, the abolition of the Senate failed and failed miserably. It didn't fail because people were so much against it as the plain fact that they didn't give a damn. There is no sure and swifter way to kill something than through apathy.

A case could be made for the incompetency of the present administration creating an atmosphere for this feeling to flourish, but it would be a phony one. The fact is that ever since the beginning of this academic year students have stopped caring about their student government. In fact it seems that students have stopped caring about a good
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In this epic, soon to become an importan film, the young, wealthy, noble, well-born John Darrow IX, to be played by Ted Cassidy or Wally Coxx, becomes infatuated with a young, beautiful, but poor and unpedigreed, girl, played by Arnold the Pig, crawls into his life.

What do you say about a twenty-five year old dog who croaks?

You could say she was beautiful. Her teeth, gleaming long and white, were like the morning sun. Her nose was always cold; even at the end. You could say she loved sleep, Groomers, and the Petit man's leg. And me. I once asked her the order of her preferences. She bit me. I think she was trying to tell me something.

I first ran across her in the cafeteria, where she was dashing out a breakfast of comeback and crook. I was instantly struck by her beauty, surrounded as she was by other cafeteria workers.

"What's a nice kid like you doing in a place like this," I said in my best rich young suave dourian voice.

"None of your beeswax, Jocko," she replied in a harsh whisper. Little did I know that those would be the two endearment spoken between us two!

"What makes you think that I went to Jock school?" I said, my vanity injured.

"You're from Hollywood," she pointed out. Chagrined, I had to believe.

Later, over lunch - I had coffee, she had spaghetti, played by Mr. Dough, said hoarsely. "Well, she certainly has a sense of humor," he admitted.

"Exactly!"

"Boy, was she ever impressed when I told her that I was also carrying a 3.999 and will graduate magna cum laude, perhaps unnecessarily, "I'm also a member of her, always status-conscious. "I'm also carrying a 3.999 and will graduate magna cum laude, perhaps unnecessarily." And she bit me, I think she was trying to tell me something.

"She's a mongrel, mother," I said, hating myself for saying it. That put a pretty effective damper on the meal conversation, except for my father asking me, for the eight hundredth time, what I had heard from Law School, and would it be okay if he put the lean on the dean. I said no.

The next day I had lunch with my father in the Harvard Booser's club of South Bend, and I asked him what he thought of Schlitz.

"Well, she certainly has a sense of humor," he admitted.

"We were made for each other. Can I keep Schlitz, I won't give you the time of day." And at this he puffed up nastily. "If you want Schlitz, I'll say truthfully, "Just one thing. How come you always call me Jocko?"

"Cause that's your name," she said, sitting up.

"No it's not! My name is John Dorough the ninth!"

"We always thought you were Jocko Conlin, the former baseball umpire!"

"And the former baseball umpire! How'd I get so rich?"

She shrugged her shoulders. "How'd the Mets cop the crown?" she asked.

UN leader at IUSB

When U Thant confirmed early this week that he will not accept another term as Secretary-General of the United Nations, speculation about his successor quickly surfaced.

As president of the U.N. General Assembly, permanent U.N. ambassador from Norway, and heir to the Scandanavian tradition of mediation among the great powers, Thant was expected to be a major contender to succeed Thant at the end of this year.

Dr. Hambro, he is in South Bend Thursday (Jan. 28) to highlight to local observance of the 25th anniversary of the United Nations. He will speak at 15 p.m. in the auditorium of Indiana University in Bloomington. The lecture is titled "Struggle to Save the Human Environment."

The lecture is free and open to the public.

Prior to that talk, Hambro will attend and address briefly a $17.50-a-plate fund-raising dinner in the Indiana Club.

Hambro will go to the United Nations Assn. of St. Joseph County, which is underwriting the Hambro visit. Although dinner invitations have been sent to community leaders, anyone interested in attending can obtain a ticket from the United Nations Assn. headquarters at 1007 Portage Ave., according to Mrs. C. T. Titan or Mr. T. C. Titan or Mr. T. C. Titan or Mr. T. C. Titan.

From 1946 to 1953, Hambro was registrar of the International Court of Justice. He then joined the faculty of the Norwegian School of Economics and Business Administration in Bergen, where he taught law from 1953 to 1966. During World War II, Dr. Hambro was a member of the Norwegian delegation to San Francisco for the founding of the United Nations in 1945, and he subsequently headed the legal section of the U.N. Secretariat in Geneva.

We had a happy life together. She taught at Obedience School, and I went to Harvard Law School, where I graduated third behind two human robots and was offered a job with Nixon's old law firm as a chief troubleshooter for Spiro Agnew.

"Well, I'm pronounced" I said when I got home.

"That's nice," Schlitz said. I wondered and thought, too, that I might have said something. "Charmed, my dear," said my mother in her phony back Bay Polland accent which still had my watch, and I knew how to use it. When Mickey's big hand is on the face. We were at perfect peace. We had never been happier. It is," I asked pensively and then stalked away.

Hambro holds a law degree from the University of California in Berkeley, and a doctor of laws degree from the University of Oslo. He has served as a member of the Norwegian delegation to San Francisco and as registrar of the International Court of Justice. He then joined the faculty of the Norwegian School of Economics and Business Administration in Bergen, where he taught law from 1953 to 1966. During World War II, Dr. Hambro was a member of the Norwegian delegation to San Francisco for the founding of the United Nations in 1945, and he subsequently headed the legal section of the U.N. Secretariat in Geneva.

From 1946 to 1953, Hambro was registrar of the International Court of Justice. He then joined the faculty of the Norwegian School of Economics and Business Administration in Bergen, where he taught law from 1953 to 1966. During World War II, Dr. Hambro was a member of the Norwegian delegation to San Francisco for the founding of the United Nations in 1945, and he subsequently headed the legal section of the U.N. Secretariat in Geneva.
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Manson faces death verdict

LOS ANGELES (UPI) - Charles Manson and his three women followers, who failed to offer a defense to seven counts of murder, will try now to escape the gas chamber by showing they are products of a sick society.

The four convicted Monday of the brutal and mindless murders of actress Sharon Tate and six other persons 18 months ago were expected to put up complete defense in the penalty phase of the trial.

Under California's bifurcated system, the same seven men free woman jury which heard the seven month long guilt-innocence portion of the trial, begins Thursday to consider the penalty - death or life imprisonment.

Prosecuting attorney Vincent T. Bugliosi, who intends to press for the death penalty, said he would question at least 50 witnesses including a young man who said Manson shot and wounded him nearly two years ago then cast himself at his victim's feet.

There was also a possibility Bugliosi would present evidence concerning two other murders with which Manson is charged - both of musician Gary Hinman and ranch hand Donald "Shor­ty" Shee.

Bugliosi said he was "delighted" with the guilty verdict reached after 42 hours and 40 minutes of deliberation.

"The jury would only have come to one verdict. We put on a monumental amount of evi­dence," the prosecutor said.

Defense lawyers, who rested in the first phase of the case without calling a single witness, said they would present a "co­mplete case" in the penalty phase in an effort to save their clients' lives.

Daye Shinn, who represents Susan Atkins, said he had con­tacted "30 friends and relatives, her grandmother and her bro­ther. I want to show some miti­gating circumstances. I was very surprised she was convicted in the LaBianca murders since the testimony was she was asleep in the car at the time. I still don't think the prosecution proved its case."

Paul Fitzgerald, chief counsel for the defendants, said it was "still problematical" whether the four would testify in the penalty phase.

The defense lawyers were be­lieved to have rested without calling any witnesses precisely to keep the three young women off the stand. They reportedly were ready to take all the blame in an effort to save Manson.

Manson himself may wish to ex­pound to the jury the philoso­phy he expressed in a 90-minute discourse outside its presence last month.

"My life has never been im­portant to anyone. I can't un­derstand you but I don't try. I don't try to judge anybody. I just can't teach people how to be good journalists. Hopefully, with the American Studies pro­gram, we can show our journal­ists what to write about and put them in a better position to write." Hesburgh defended this idea with the fact that Journal­ism Fellowship winners at Har­vard do not study Journalism, but rather any course offered at the university. They feel this is in the writer's best interest.

"I was surprised that in the 15 years, we can't honestly say we turned out any great journal­ists or communication. It was the department's suggestion that we drop the program. I guess we just can't teach people how to be good journalists. Hopefully, with the American Studies pro­gram, we can show our jour­nalists what to write about and put them in a better position to write." Hesburgh defended this idea with the fact that Journal­ism Fellowship winners at Har­vard do not study Journalism, but rather any course offered at the university. They feel this is in the writer's best interest.

Fr. Hesburgh closed the ques­tion by commenting, "I have found this year to be the friend­liest one in many, many years on this campus. I'm delighted. I think it's one of the greatest things about this place."

Brennan appeals

(Continued from page 1)

"I found this year to be the friend­liest one in many, many years on this campus. I'm delighted. I think it's one of the greatest things about this place."

THURSDAY NIGHT IS UNIVERSITY NIGHT

Everyone's Welcome

Live Entertainment

Wed. to Sat. Dancing

"The Mikado"
THE ENTERTAINER TO THE MIDWEST"
11:11 North Hill Street
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA 46619

Attended Parking
In the Rear

TODAY & TOMORROW
4, 6, and 8 PM
Center for Continuing Education
Notre Dame Ave.
Across from the Morris Inn
EVELYN WOOD
READING DYNAMICS

"The ugliest words in college"

QUIZ FRIDAY
on the next six chapters

"WHY "SWEAT IT" ?"

Your average reading speed probably ranges between 150 and 300 words per minute. Graduates of the Reading Dynamics course read and study at least 3 to 6 times faster than that. And the average graduate of our course actually improves comprehension over 10%.

Thousands of college students are Reading Dynamics fans. You will see a short, enjoyable course is to come to a free MINI-LESSON. A ticket office

Today's Events

madrigal concert for entire student union social commission & arc present during Happy Hours

3:30 pm in the acc

Live Entertainment

"The Mikado"
THE ENTERTAINER TO THE MIDWEST"
11:11 North Hill Street
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA 46619

Attended Parking
In the Rear

THURSDAY NIGHT IS UNIVERSITY NIGHT

Everyone's Welcome

Happy Hour 5-9 Daily
All beverages $.60 during Happy Hours
It's no surprise by now that Notre Dame's ninth victory last Saturday marked the end of the collegiate season so far was an 8-2 success over top-ranked Texas. UCLA, the loss was the first in 48 non-conference games, lost its only three road games in the season, watched his club trim Wisconsin (64-82) and Michigan State (85-67) as the break. 

Illinois enters its offensive attack around senior guard Rick Howat, who is averaging 23.2 points while leading the team in field goal percentage (.547) and (free throw shooting .868). Sophomore Walt Weather- 

A. The three most difficult thing to do in baseball are 1) hit the curve-ball, 2) hit the slider, and 3) hit the screw-ball. The curve-ball is the thought process of the batter change instantly 

Winter sports active

THE OBSERVER

See the Irish Beat the Illini
and USC vs. Loyola of Chicago

The Student Union is sponsoring buses to and from Chicago Stadium. Buses will leave circle at 5:00 PM, Saturday, January 30.

Signups in Fiesta Lounge, 3rd Floor La Fortun.-

Win ech Stadium

(Plenty of Seats Available)

No. 1 USC is backing up Howat with a 16.2 average. Sophomore Nick Weather-Howat, who is averaging 23.2 points while leading the team in field goal percentage (.547) and (free throw shooting .868). Sophomore Walt Weather-

P.W. with admission $1 for all and adults for $5 and cents for students. Two other top winter teams, the Northwestern Wildcats with 45-8) Miami faces Notre Dame in Chicago stadium doubleheader. Not to mention selfish, thought-
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Churches admonish jury: claim innocence violated

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) - The National Council of Churches Tuesday a federal grand jury "violated" the rights of co-conspirators named in the Rev. Philip Berrigan in an alleged plot to kidnap one of President Nixon's advisers.

The Council's general board unanimously adopted a statement expressing "concern over successive violations of the right of accused persons to be presumed innocent until judged guilty under due process of law."

The board acted after Rep. William R. Anderson (D. Tenn.), appealed to the Council last Sunday on behalf of Roman Catholic priest Philip Berrigan and his brother Daniel, also a priest.

Vice President Sprio T. Agnew accused Anderson of "popp­ ing off for political advantage" because of his appeal on behalf of the Berrigan brothers.

Philip Berrigan and five other persons were indicted by a fed­ eral grand jury in Harrisburg, Pa., on charges of plotting to kidnap presidential adviser Henry A. Kissinger and blow up the healing systems of government build­ ings in Washington.

Daniel Berrigan and six other persons were named co-conspir­ ators in the alleged plot by the grand jury.

The board, governing body of the council, said the rights of the accused were "violated by a fed­ eral grand jury by naming per­ sons as co-conspirators without indicting them."

The group characterized the Berrigan brothers and their col­ leagues as "persons known for their devotion to the cause of peace and serving the poor."

The general board, in its final business session of a four day meeting, also called for sweeping reorganization of the National Council of Churches.

- --- "★ ★ ★ ★ . . . I LOVE IT" ---

SOUTH BEND DOWNTOWN -- David Elliott, Chicago Daily News

DOWNTOWN -- Gene Siskel, Chicago Tribune

-- Roger Ebert, Chicago Sun-Times

VALUE!

January 30 & 31 2:00 & 8:00
Washington Hall
Admission $1.00
Cinema '71 Patrons Free

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) - I am absolutely thrilled," exclaimed 39-year-old actress Elizabeth Taylor upon learning she is to become a grandmother. Miss Taylor's son, Michael Wilding Jr., and his wife, Beth, have announced they will have a baby in August.

Jim Werner refused grant; poor GPA remains reason

Top Administration officials refused to comment yesterday on the scholarship denial of Mr. Jim Werner, a Uni­ versity policy that all such in­ formation is confidential.

Fr. Charles McCarragher, Di­ rector of the Office of Financial Aid, did however outline the University's general policy regarding students who fail to maintain the required 4.0 grade point aver­ sion of his "Kitty Hawk" spacecraft. Shepard and Mitchell worked in a mockup of the lunar landing craft "Apollo 14."

Ground crews removed system­ tic components of one of the five engines of the Saturn V booster rocket's second stage to repair a small leak. But the space agency said the minor trouble would not affect the scheduled order to get home.

Parent's weekend set

Sophomore parents' week-end at Saint Mary's will be held February 26, 27, and 28. The week-end is intended to intro­ duce the students' parents to all aspects of college life including the academic, social, and spir­ itual.

Activities will begin Friday night with registration and a hospitality room in Regina lounge that will be open all evening for students and their parents. Their will also be stu­ dent entertainment and refresh­ ments.

Saturday afternoon at 1 pm there will be 3 faculty speakers, each of whom will speak on the necessity of higher education for women. After the speeches, stu­ dents and parents will be able to talk individually to all depart­ ment chairmen.

Saturday evening at 6:45 there will be a banquet for the weekend participants. Guest speakers will be Sister Alina, a parent speaker, Judge McNama­ ra; and the co-chairmen of the week-end, Kathy Rose, and Mary Kay Davy. At 8:30, the Catholic University Drama Group from the Catholic University of America will perform a version of George Bernard Shaw's play, "Arms in the Man."

The week-end will be ended with a mass Sunday morning celebrated by Father Higgins at the Church of Our Lady of Loretto. A brunch will follow the mass.

Huddle Ball set for Friday

Friday evening "the honour of your presence is requested" by Mardi Gras and Mr. Secada planned the e­ vent, the "cheapest (free) din­ ner-dance in Notre Dame's histo­ ry."

The week-end will be marked by the following events featuring the "exqui­ site cuisine of the Huddle," the "romantic sounds of the nickeloto­ deon" will provide music for dancing in the campus restaurant whose decor will include tablecloths and candlelight.

Dress is semi-formal.

"We are hoping for a group to rival Mrs. Astor's four hundred," commented Miss Phillips.

Mardi Gras
One raffle book per student is not asking too much.

The Cultural Arts Commission's
Cinema '71 Presents

L'IMMORTELLE
(screenplay written by Robbie Grillet)

January 30 & 31 2:00 & 8:00
Washington Hall
Admission $1.00
Cinema '71 Patrons Free

MY GIRL'S FIRST LOVE: DIAMOND RINGS

AN OUTSTANDING VALUE!

WHITE OR YELLOW GOLD

Terms available

SPECIAL PRICES ON DIAMONDS TO ALL NOTRE DAME STUDENTS

DIRECT DIAMOND IMPORTERS

FOX JEWELERS SINCE 1917

DOZINTOWN SOUTH BEND • TOY & COUNTRY SHOPPING CENTER
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